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SECRETARY CARSON’S DEPARTMENT 

6,.6849#W+ has described HUD as “something of an overlooked 
stepchild within the federal government.  Founded in 1965 in a burst of Great 
Society resolve to confront the ‘urban crisis,’ it has seen its manpower slide 
by more than half since the Reagan Revolution.”31  Yet, as 6,.6849#W+&notes, 
the agency’s mission is vast_&

HUD still serves a function that millions of low-income Americans depend 
on—it funds 3,300 public-housing authorities with 1.2 million units and 
also the Section 8 rental-voucher program, which serves more than 2 
million families; it has subsidized tens of millions of mortgages via the 
Federal Housing Administration; and, through various block grants, it funds 
an array of community uplift initiatives. It is the Ur-government agency, 
quietly seeking to address social problems in struggling areas that the 
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support for Mr. Trump’s 2019 budget request, which included a $6 billion 
cut to HUD, hours after Senate and House negotiators bypassed the White 
House to allocate big increases to his agency’s budget.”46 

And Carson takes a dim view of government efforts toward racial 
equality.  As the 6.-$ reported—in the context of Carson’s decision to “delay 
a measure to strengthen a civil-rights-era requirement for local governments 
to take active steps to undo racial segregation”—”‘Racism is like 
pornography,’ Carson told about 20 HUD employees at a Kentucky field 
office, leaning on a lectern with a smirk curling his neatly trimmed mustache.  
‘You know it when you see it.’”47 

In March 2018,
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bodied adult.  And in 2016, more than 16 million able-bodied adults received 
food stamps.”52 

Those condemning Carson’s proposed changes to housing policy 
included U.S. Rep. Cedric Richmond (D., La.), the chair of the Congressional 
Black Caucus: 

“
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In August 2018, HUD announced it was seeking comments on replacing 
a 2015 “O55#,1+$#K(97& X8,$%(,#)0& X+#,& R.8-#)0”& regulation Carson had 
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be aggressively marketed to minorities.”61  What Carson didn’t note was that 
the object of the rule was clearly to avoid segregation where public housing 
is confined to certain areas.  Among the successes Blumgart noted: 

The Kansas City area agreed to try distributing Section 8 vouchers more 
evenly across the region, with the goal of breaking up concentrations of 
poverty in central cities, helping residents to access areas with better 
schools and more job opportunities.  These kinds of steps may be tentative, 
but they were unthinkable even a decade ago.62 
Furthermore, “[i]n all of the big cities from the first round of 

jurisdictions, the implementation of the AFFH rule acted as an impetus to re-
examine policy priorities that have been locked in for years, if not decades.  
An abundance of fresh data showed stark patterns of segregation.”63 
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it unreasonable, a half-
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receiving housing assistance nationwide today (the number is closer to about 
44 percent).”69  An Urban Institute researcher 

[R]outinely heard residents in communities that had never contained public 
housing blame changes in their neighborhoods on $%.-(&J(W$#.)&Y&<(.<9(.  
At a time when industrial jobs were disappearing, cities were rapidly losing 
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At the heart of the bias against those in subsidized housing, or dependent 
upon other government assistance, seems to be the myth of the “welfare 
queen” first conjured by President Reagan: “Conservatives refuse to give up 
their quest to bring down this lazy, scheming, African-American woman who 
uses her food stamps and other government aid to support a lavish lifestyle 
with countless jobless men who drift in and out of her bed.”
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he once “visibly shocked” agency staff during an internal HUD meeting by 
expressing “concern about ‘big, hairy men’ trying to infiltrate women’s 
homeless shelters[.]”80 

In September 2018, new evidence was reported concerning Carson’s 
mismanagement.  As the "+-%#)0$.)&6.-$ reported, “[t]he U.S. Department 
of Housing and Urban Development awarded promotions and pay increases 
to five political operatives with no housing policy experience within their 
first months on the job, demonstrating what government watchdogs and 
career staff describe as a premium put on loyalty over expertise.”81  Each had 
worked on the Carson or Trump presidential campaigns, and three did not 
even have bachelor’s degrees.82  The 6.-$ found that of “24 Trump 
administration HUD appointees without housing policy experience on their 
résumés or LinkedIn profiles, 16 listed work on either Carson’s or Trump’s 
presidential campaigns—or had personal connections to their families.”83  
One “senior advisor” with a “$131,767-a-year role” had “promoted a 
conspiracy theory on Twitter that Hillary Clinton’s campaign chairman had 
taken part in a satanic ritual”—but had no housing background.84  Arguably, 
Carson’s HUD has become the “swamp” President Trump so famously 
promised to “drain.”85 

In December 2018, Carson’s top deputy resigned––it was reported that 
“[s]ome said she and not HUD Secretary Ben Carson ‘ran the agency.’”86  
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further evidence of his incompetence, when the government shut down due 
to President Trump’s demands for a border wall, 

[T]he Department of Housing and Urban Development sent letters
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Yet, the thirty-three-year-old, raising her daughter on a “$20,000-a-year 
marketing job” could not find any other properties taking Section 8 vouchers, 
due to the shutdown.91 

During the shutdown, the only sacrifice Carson seemed to personally 
endure was that the government could not pay for him to fly to Missouri to 
address a prayer breakfast.92  Yet he took time to further disparage his 
agency’s vulnerable clients in a hagiographic profile in a conservative outlet: 

My message is, if you utilize the funding correctly, you empower people 
and they become self-sufficient, and then you don’t have to support them 
anymore. If you don’t, you get an ever-growing, unsustainable number of 
dependent people. Eventually you won’t be able to sustain them, and 
eventually you’ll have all kinds of riots and class warfare.93 
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aid that states ravaged by natural disasters can get.  Of that pot of money, 
$1.5 billion has been approved for spending.”96   The HUD inspector general 
began reviewing whether Trump’s personal interference had been 
improper.97 

In April 2019, Carson announced a policy where those living in public 
housing with undocumented family members could be evicted––one 
immigration advocate noted such a policy “would not only impact those who 
are undocumented and living with family members in public housing, but 
also U.S.–born children living under the same roof[.]”98  An analysis by HUD 
itself found that the rule could displace over 55,000 children.99  And yet 
Carson defended the policy in a May 2019 congressional hearing: “‘[i]t 
seems only logical that tax-paying American citizens should be taken care of 
first,’ Carson said . . .  ‘It’s not that we’re cruel, mean-hearted.  It’s that we 
are logical.  This is common sense.  You take care of your own first.’”100  
That hearing devolved into a tragicomedy of errors, with Carson mishearing 
government acronyms, confusing one housing term with Oreo cookies and 
another with “Amway,” and being unable to name his own director of HUD’s 
Office of Diversity and Inclusion.101 

 

 96. Seung Min Kim et al., @,81<&*.1<9+#)-&$.&J()+$.,-&$%+$&68(,$.&I#W.&F-&S($$#)0&@..&\8W%&
R8,,#W+)(& I(9#(5& X8)2#)0, WASH. POST (Mar. 26, 2019, 9:02 PM), https://www.
washingtonpost.com/politics/trump-complains-to-senators-that-puerto-rico-is-getting-too-much-
hurricane-relief-funding/2019/03/26/c8c09c30-4fd3-11e9-8d28-f5149e5a2fda_story.html. 
& 97E& F2E 
 98. Yesenia Amaro, T#K#)0& #)& 6849#W& R.8-#)0& /#$%& +)& Q)2.W81()$(2& F11#0,+)$=& U.8,&
X+1#97&*.892&'(&?#-<9+W(2, FRESNO BEE (Apr. 24, 2019, 12:11 PM), https://www.fresnobee.com
/news/local/article229543549.html. 
 99. Tracy Jan, RQ?&J+7-&DD3BBB&*%#92,()&*.892&'(&?#-<9+W(2&Q)2(,&@,81<&69+)&$.&MK#W$&
Q)2.W81()$(2& F11#0,+)$-, WASH. POST (May 10, 2019, 4:00 AM), https://www.
washingtonpost.com/business/2019/05/10/hud-says-children-could-be-displaced-under-trump-
plan-evict-undocumented-immigrants/. 
 100. Tracy Jan, RQ?&J(W,($+,7&'()&*+,-.)&?(5()2-&69+)&$.&MK#W$&Q)2.W81()$(2&F11#0,+)$-_&
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In May 2019, the Government Accountability Office concluded Carson 
had acted unlawfully in redecorating his office, both in the purchase of the 
infamous dining room set costing nearly $32,000 and in spending “more than 
$8,000 for a dishwasher[.]”102  Still, an unabashed Carson signed off on a rule 
“to let shelters and other recipients of federal housing money discriminate 
against transgender people by turning them away or placing them alongside 
others of their birth sex—refusing to let them share facilities with people of 
the same gender identity.”103 

In a sop to the homebuilding industry, Carson touted, in July 2019, a 
new White House Council on Eliminating Barriers to Affordable Housing, 
which he would chair, that would seek to “remove the obstacles that impede 
the production of more affordable homes—namely, the enormous price tag 
of burdensome government regulations.”104  Local zoning was cited as one 
of those burdens.105  Trump agreed with a favorite Fox News television talk 
show host, Tucker Carlson, that homelessness nationwide had led to “filth”–
–without noting that “both Republican and Democratic lawmakers [had] 
raked Housing and Urban Development Secretary Ben Carson for reduced 
public housing assistance and community development grants.”106  Like 
Trump, Carson has blamed Democrats for homelessness.107 
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With Democrats having taken control of the U.S. House in 2019, it 
appeared Carson might face no shortage of congressional inquiries and 
subpoenas.108  In one April 2019 hearing, a Democratic House member, 
pressing Carson on the reason for withdrawing nondiscrimination guidance 
on HUD’s website, lamented, in the face of Carson’s elliptical answers, that 
“we are all now more stupid than we were when we came in the room today, 
sir.”109  As Carson has drawn even Republican criticism,110 it will be 
interesting to see how strong his support is.  He has announced he intends to 
serve out Trump’s first term and would consider serving in another.111   
Following that announcement, in a typically-




